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Survey Methods
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How did we develop the survey?
● Discuss what we wanted to see in the cafeteria

● Laura Robinson taught us how to develop a survey

● Jane McLucas explained food service rules to us

● Met with Kristina Kalolo and Farm to School Grant Partners 

● Came up with various questions by ourselves

● Designed types of questions (multiple choice, free response, etc)
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Survey content
● Asked respondents about pre-COVID lunch during 2019-20 school year

● Multiple choice, ranking (Likert scale), and open response questions

● Surveys were 12-18 questions 

● Middle/high school surveys were identical; parent survey was slightly 
modified from student survey
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Survey Distribution
● Three respondent groups:

○ Elementary school parents (parents with children in grades K-5 during 2019-20)

○ Middle schoolers (6-8th grade during 2019-20)

○ High schoolers (9-12th grade during 2019-20)

● Student survey distribution
○ Administrators sent surveys to homeroom teachers who administered survey to students

○ Sent survey to groups/clubs in our high schools

● Parent survey distribution
○ Translated to top 8 languages spoken in PPS

○ Sent survey out through elementary school parent newsletters 

● Raffled off $50 gift card to one person in each respondent group 7



Respondent Demographics
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Respondent Demographics (1/4)

Elementary parents 
responded

Middle schoolers responded

High schoolers responded
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Respondent Demographics (2/4)

n=142n=134
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Respondent Demographics (3/4)
Q1 What grade were you in last 

school year? (Middle school)
Q2 What Portland Public School 
did you go to last school year? 

(Middle School)

n=452 n=452
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Respondent Demographics (4/4)
Q1 What grade were you in last 

school year? (High school)
Q2 What Portland Public School did you go to 

last school year? (High school)

n=211 n=211
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Bias and Errors
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Bias and Errors in our survey (1/2)
- Asked questions based on 2019-20 school year

- Excluded newcomers who are unfamiliar with pre-COVID lunches

- It’s difficult to remember pre-COVID experiences 

- We noticed this confusion in the data

- Biased and unclear language:

- Question 9 asked which flavors/ingredients they wanted more/less of without 
specifying which dishes they want these flavors paired with

- Used language such as “Homemade food” vs. “fast food” and definitions that might 
have negative/positive connotations 

- Asked if students receive “lunch for free” which could be confusing for students 
receiving reduced lunch 14



Bias and Errors in our survey (2/2)
- Self-selection bias in parent survey

- Parent survey reflects opinions of Longfellow, Presumpscot, and Riverton parents

- Survey methods caused self selection bias: low response rate for the amount of parents 
who received this survey

- Less self-selection bias in student survey due to different survey methods

- Graphs for checkbox questions are skewed

- Respondents can pick any number of responses

- This is raw data

- We did not conduct any statistical analysis
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Results
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Free meal eligibility and frequency of participation (1/5)

Of students in PPS are eligible for 
free and reduced lunch based on 

2021 poverty level data

48%

For elementary parent survey, n=136; for middle 
schoolers, n=452; for high schoolers n=211. 17



Free meal eligibility and frequency of participation (2/5)

For elementary parent survey, n=142; for middle schoolers, n=452; for high schoolers n=211. 18



Perceptions and satisfaction (1/9) 
On days your child did not get school lunch, why not? Select all that apply. (PARENT SURVEY)

n=142
19

23% of 
respondents 
say their child 
eats lunch 
every day



Perceptions and satisfaction (2/9) 

n=452

14% of 
middle 
schoolers eat 
lunch 
everyday 
(n=62)

n=211
14% of high 
schoolers eat 
lunch 
everyday
(n=29)
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On days you did not get school lunch, why not? (MS 
Survey)

On days you did not get school lunch, why not? 
(HS Survey)



Perceptions and Satisfaction (3/9)
You, the parent, please use ONE word to describe school lunch. 
(Elementary Parent Survey)*

*Size corresponds to number of responses. Lower bound is 3; higher bound is 5.  N=142. 21



Perceptions and Satisfaction (4/9)

*Size corresponds to number of responses; lower bound is 3, higher bound is 40. n=452

In one word, describe school lunch (Middle school survey)*
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Perceptions and Satisfaction (5/9)
In one word, describe school lunch (High school survey)*

*Size corresponds to number of responses; lower bound is 3, higher bound is 23. n=211. 23



Preferences: proteins, ingredients, and flavors (1/7)

24

n=101-104 
(parent)
n= 400-411 
(middle 
school)
n=192-196 
(high school)

Dried 
spices or 
cultural 
spice mix



Preferences: proteins, ingredients, and flavors (2/7)
Elementary parent survey

n = 142
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Preferences: proteins, ingredients, and flavors (3/7)
 Please select your top three favorite proteins (middle school)
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n=402



Preferences: proteins, ingredients, and flavors (4/7)
 Please select your top three favorite proteins (high school).

n=196
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Fish (1/8)
Elementary parent survey

37% of parents chose 
the option “My child 
does not eat fish” 
instead of selecting 
fish options

n = 142
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Fish (2/8)
Which fish options would you like to see on the menu? Check all that apply. (MS SURVEY) 

n=107

16% of 
respondents 
(n=17) said they 
didn’t want fish 
on the menu
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Fish (3/8)
Which fish options would you like to see on the menu? Check all that apply. (HS SURVEY) 

n=63

19% of 
respondents 
(n=12) said they 
don’t want fish 
on the menu.
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Values and Priorities (1/7)
You, the parent, please use ONE word to describe how you want school lunch to be 
(Elementary parent survey)*

*Size corresponds to number of responses; lower bound is 3; higher bound is 21. N=142. 31



Values and Priorities (2/7)

*Size corresponds to number of responses; lower bound is 3, higher bound is 165. n=452

In one word, describe how you want school lunch to be (Middle school survey)*
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Values and Priorities (3/7)

*Size corresponds to number of responses; lower bound is 3, higher bound is 59. n=211

In one word, describe how you want school lunch to be (High school survey)*
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Values and priorities (4/7)

Parents: n = 142  

Middle: n = 452

High: n = 211
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Summary of Results Across Age Cohorts
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Summary of Results Across Age Cohorts
Participation: 

- Decrease in participation as age increases; high schoolers have lowest 
participation 

Perceptions and Satisfaction:
- Low to medium satisfaction with menu across age groups but satisfaction 

is higher among parents

Proteins, Ingredients, and Flavors: 
- All three age cohorts agree that there should be more dried spices and 

fresh herbs
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Fish: 
- Fish was not most popular protein, but 63% of elementary 

schoolers, 84% of middle schoolers, and 81% of high schoolers 
were open to eating one of the fish options we listed

Values and Priorities: 
- All age groups want “healthy” and “delicious” food

- All groups think “homemade-style,” “local” and 
“culturally-diverse” food is important

Summary of Results Across Age Cohorts
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Recommendations
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Recommendations (1/3)
● Increase satisfaction among middle and high schoolers 

○ 30% of middle schoolers and half of high school students (51%) get lunch less than 5 
times per year therefore, we should focus on drawing in participation for those 
students.

● Focus on herbs and spices 

○ Elementary, middle, and high schoolers all commented that they would like to see 
more flavor in their school meals. This was also reflected by middle and high 
schoolers commonly using "bland" as a descriptor for school lunch and all groups 
rated taste as neutral or bad.
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Recommendations (2/3)
● Add more fish options to middle and high school menus

○ Our data show that over 80% of middle and high schoolers are open to having 
more fish options on the menu. Fish baked in bread crumbs is the most 
popular dish across age groups.

● Strive to create more homemade-style, local, and culturally 
diverse meals
○ All groups surveyed rated these categories as "very important" and 

"important" on average. We also recommend expanding the branding of 
“scratch cooked” food to include phrase “homemade.”
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Future Study
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Future research questions (how can we continue studying this in the future?)

● Specifically analyze responses from students who get lunch less than 5 
times per year

● Survey students again when lunch is “normal” again
● Survey students after interventions are made to measure effectiveness of 

interventions
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Back-up Slides
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INSERT GRAPH FOR 
FREE LUNCH

Elementary Parent Survey

n=142n=142

Free meal eligibility and frequency of participation (3/5)
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Q7 How often did you eat 
school lunch last school year?

Q3 Did you receive lunch for 
free last year? (n=452)

Free meal eligibility and frequency of participation (4/5)
Middle School Survey
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Q7 How often did you eat school lunch last 
school year? 

Q3 Did you receive lunch for 
free last year?

Free meal eligibility and frequency of participation (5/5)
High School Survey
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Perceptions and satisfaction (1/3)

avg: 3.2  (n = 96)

avg: 3.2  (n = 96)

avg: 3.0  (n = 96)

avg: 3.0  (n = 96)

Elementary parent survey
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Perceptions and satisfaction (2/3)
Please describe school lunch.

avg: 3.0 (n= 306)

avg: 2.8 (n= 306)

avg: 2.5 (n= 306)

avg: 2.6 (n= 306)
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Perceptions and satisfaction (3/3)
Please describe school lunch.

avg: 3.1 (n= 101)

avg: 3.0 (n= 101)

avg: 2.8 (n= 101)

avg: 2.7 (n= 101)
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Preferences: proteins, ingredients, and flavors (5/7)

avg: 2.6  (n = 102)

avg: 2.6  (n = 104)

avg: 2.8  (n = 103)

avg: 2.9  (n = 101)

avg: 3.1  (n = 101)
avg: 3.7  (n = 104)

avg: 3.4  (n = 101)

avg: 3.5  (n = 102)
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Preferences: proteins, ingredients, and flavors (6/7)
Q9 Do you want more or less of the following flavors or ingredients in school lunch?

avg: 2.6 (n= 407)

avg: 3.3 (n= 412)

avg: 3.3 (n= 406)

avg: 3.6 (n= 411)

avg: 3.3 (n= 405)

avg: 2.9 (n= 410)

avg: 3.7 (n= 400)

avg: 3.4 (n= 409)
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Preferences: proteins, ingredients, and flavors (7/7)
Q9 Do you want more or less of the following flavors or ingredients in school lunch?

avg: 2.5 (n= 196)

avg: 3.2 (n= 192)

avg: 3.2 (n= 194)

avg: 3.5 (n= 192)

avg: 3.3 (n= 192)

avg: 3.1 (n= 191)

avg: 3.9 (n= 193)

avg: 3.7 (n= 194)
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Dietary Needs (1/3)
Elementary parent survey

n = 117 n = 39

(Only asked to people who did not say none for the question on the left)
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Dietary Needs (2/3)
Middle school

n=419 n=140

Select the options that describe your diet. Last school year, was there always an option 
on the menu that you could eat?
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Dietary Needs (3/3)
High school

n=80n=196

Select the options that describe your diet. Last school year, was there always an option 
on the menu that you could eat?
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Fish (4/8)

56

MS Survey
n=107



Fish (5/8)
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HS Survey
n= 64



Fish (6/8)

INSERT GRAPHS
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MS Survey



Fish (7/8)
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HS Survey



Fish (8/8)
Weighted responses (elementary parent survey)
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Values and priorities (5/7)

avg: 4.3  (n = 136)

avg: 1.5  (n = 136)

avg: 4.0  (n = 136)

avg: 3.9  (n = 136)

Elementary parent survey
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Values and Priorities (6/7)
How important are the following things to you in school lunch? (MIDDLE SCHOOL)

avg: 4.0 (n= 366)

avg: 2.6  (n= 367)

avg: 3.7 (n= 360)

avg: 3.7 (n= 367)
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Values and Priorities (7/7)
How important are the following things to you in school lunch? (HIGH SCHOOL)

avg: 4.1(n= 185)

avg: 2.5 (n= 185)

avg: 3.9 (n= 185)

avg: 4.0  (n= 185)
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Recommendations (3/3)
- Reduce oil/fat in school lunch- Students and parents would like less oil 

and fat in meals (Around 50% would like less or much less, and another 
30-40% says its fine how it is). 

-  Include more vegetarian options - 37% of middle schoolers were 
unhappy with the vegetarian options and felt that sunbutter and jelly was 
not enough variety.
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